Vastly Superior Body Armor...

BLACK COMPOSITE

THREATS REJECTED
Multiple Impacts
Blunt Force Objects
Sharp Object Stabbing
ALL Pistol Rounds
7.62 x 39 AK47 Steel
7.62 x 39 AK47 Lead
5.56 NATO AR15 Green Tip AP

NIJ Level IIIA “plus”

OurTrauma Plates and Side Plates are produced with a new, extremely hardened, extremely high carbon content, US virgin steel
raw material far superior to any other steel. This is a classified material that cannot be exported as a raw material. Armor Advantage
is the ONLY company on the planet approved to manufacture and
export finished goods with this material.
Far superior to Ceramic protection in that it will stop dozens of
rounds without compromise, is LESS in weight to ceramics, and will
not crack or break upon impacts. There are no limits of time when
depending on our products to protect you. We will test the same 25
years from now as we do today. Ceramics must be discarded every
3 to 5 years, whether having been utilized or not. While we are superior in protection to Ceramics... in most instances we are far lower in
cost... protecting your funding as well!
Our Patented Composite process provides the best Spall protection
available in the world. When our plates are impacted the projectile
will not penetrate, and fragments into small pieces called Spall. Our
Composite process catches 99.9% of ALL Spall fragments which
protects against secondary injuries!

ITEM #
Dimensions US
Dimensions Metric
Thickness US
Thickness Metric
Weight US
Weight Metric

1875104
8” x 11”
20.3 x 27.9 cm
.2500 inch
.6350 cm
5.0 lbs.
2.27 kg

1875105
9” x 11”
22.9 x 27.9 cm
.2500 inch
.6350 cm
5.6 lbs.
2.54 kg

1875106
10” x 12”
25.4 x 30.5 cm
.2500 inch
.6350 cm
6.5 lbs.
2.95 kg

SIDE PLATES

TRAUMA PLATES

Our Trauma Plates are WARRIOR CUT which allows full range of motion.
Warrior can fire from Left or Right hand positions without restriction!
ITEM #
Dimensions US
Dimensions Metric
Thickness US
Thickness Metric
Weight US
Weight Metric

1875121
5” x 7”
12.7 x 17.8 cm
.2500 inch
.6350 cm
2.1 lbs.
0.95 kg

Our Copper and Black lines, although rated Level IIIA, stop dozens of impacts of the AK47 and AR15 Rifle rounds!

ZERO secondary blunt force trauma experienced
when wearing our plates upon impact!

When lives are on the line...
you NEED the Armor Advantage!
Saving Lives... Protecting Assets!

911 North Fourth Avenue, Purcell, Oklahoma, USA 73080
Office: 405.701.6951
Everyday Heroes: 405.788.2355 Domestic Patriots: 405.508.1829 International: 405.510.1665

www.ArmorAdvantage.com

